
Top 100 2017 Products



OAS - LUNDBERGS
A 1500mm table sits beneath a 2000mm pressed felt canopy to provide a 
sound focus for groups up to six



LAAVU - VIVERO
We are told that the inspiration for 
this one came from garden swings, 
tents and shelters… it certainly 
brings a bit of the wide outdoors 
indoors

NAMI - KUNDALINI
A wonderfully retro 
suspension lamp 
from the Italian light 
manufacturer 
designed by Alberto 
Saggia and Verlerio
Sommella. The 
moulded fluted wave-
shaped glass shade 
(Nami is Japanese 
for wave) means the 
light from the LED 
board is refracted in 
interesting ways 
around the room



METROPOLE - FABBIAN
Part Roman blind, part innovative light 
source, the latest from Fabbian contains 
the LEDs in the 1000mm wide wooden 
horizonals with the canvas – in white, 
ivory, beige or light grey – woven 
between them. It can come in any 
custom length

ISLA - SANCAL
Their second collaboration with Swedish design 
studio Note, Sancal have come up with what they bill 
as somewhere for tired air travellers to relax. 
However this three compartment bench would sit 
comfortably in gallery or receptions spaces.

DANDY - GARSNAS
Following hot on the 
heels of the launch of 
Buzzispace’s Cane last 
year at Orgatec it 
seems that rattan is 
back… Dandy is a 
generous comfortable 
offering, the natural 
elements of which give 
it a light open appeal  



CATCH LOUNGE -
&TRADITION
Spanish super 
designer Jaime 
Hayon has built on 
the success of his 
Catch dining chair 
with this stylish and 
extremely 
comfortable lounge 
version, which comes 
with a wooden or 
metal base 

BARBRY -
FREDERICIA
Neat series of tables 
in three heights with 
a solid oak top and 
an industrial-style 
black-lacquered flat 
iron base



TRESTLE - ARCO
Trestle Table is the latest design from Jorre van Ast who has recast 
the functional look of the trestle to create a generously 
proportioned. The two-part table top is supported at each end by a 
three-legged aluminium trestle, the height of which can be adjusted 
from 710mm to 780mm



Click here to request the full top 100 
products 
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